
PROVEN RUGGED
Engineered for extreme durability, xTablets endure rigorous 
military drop testing in order to pass our stringent standards. 
Ingenious shock absorbing rubber corner bumpers and 
ridged shell combine to offer unmatched protection in the 
most demanding environments.

MIL-STD
TESTED

PRODUCTIVITY
Increases the productivity of businesses where mobility and 
customer interactions play a key role. Achieve more with 
industry leading MagTek® or Ingenico 3-in-1 PoS modules 
and Honeywell’s high performance 2D barcode scanner. The 
T1190 delivers power and productivity to the retail, restaurant 
and healthcare industries.

PRODUCTIVITY

MOUNTING
Unlimited mounting solutions are made possible with 
MobileDemand’s ingenious snap plate, included with every 
xTablet. Used in conjunction with the patented Quick Release 
Snap Mount System, mounting to checkout counters, desks, 
POS stations, medical carts, walls, vehicles and so much more 
is simply a snap. 

MOUNTABLE

PASSED!

MILITARY
STD-810G

DROP TEST

The sleek and light, rugged xTablet T1190
At only 15mm thin and a mere 2.3lbs, the T1190 may be small in stature but big on features. Built to 
MobileDemand’s rugged standards, this sunlight viewable wonder is designed to tackle just about 
any job, inside or out. Equipped with an optional 3-in-1 point of sale module the T1190 shines in retail, 
restaurant, healthcare and other industries that rely on mobility and customer interactions.

SUNLIGHT VIEWABLE
Work efficiently in both indoor and outdoor environments 
thanks to a high resolution 10.1”, 800-nits, sunlight viewable, 
10-point multi-touch display. The T1190 also carries an IP65
rating for dust and water so come rain or shine, weather will 
never slow you down.

SUNLIGHT
VIEWABLE

Drop test passed on base tablet without payment module kit.

https://www.mobileworxs.com/


N6703 High Performance Scanner

Provides higher performance and reliability, and enables 
increased barcode scanning speeds.

Read range and readability have been leveled up. White  
LED illumination enhances image capture accuracy while  
the HD optics allow reading of higher resolution codes.  
Read moving barcodes, enabling increased scanning  
speed and productivity.

Integrated 3-in-1 payment module kits

Delivering the power of mobile transactions
MobileDemand’s Rugged xTablet T1190 with optional 3-in-1 payment 
module kit is designed specifically for retail businesses to better serve 
customers. EMV standards ensure quick, secure card transactions with 
end-to-end encryption. Now you can mobilize POS, reduce accounting 
and human resourcing workload, speed up queues, simplify point of 
sale, and create records of stock levels and bookkeeping data.

Sunlight Sunlight 
ViewableViewable
A rugged tablet that performs in  A rugged tablet that performs in  
any kind of weather. With an IP65 any kind of weather. With an IP65 
rating and its bright, 800-nits, rating and its bright, 800-nits, 
sunlight viewable screen, the  sunlight viewable screen, the  
T1190 is the perfect solution  T1190 is the perfect solution  
for any field service or retail for any field service or retail 
environment that takes you  environment that takes you  
inside or out.  inside or out.  
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PRODUCT MFG SKU

xTablet T1190 Windows 10 Pro xT1190-S

xTablet T1190 Windows 10 Pro w/ 2D Barcode Scanner xT1190-IMG

Prices and availability are subject to change without notice.
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